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&#147;By the study, experimentation and practice of natural healing, women are changing and

charting the future of health care. Despite heavy resistance or lack of recognition from patriarchal

medicine, they are nevertheless making positive changes that will continue and increase.

Women&#146;s emphasis on one-to-one work practiced in mutual agreement and participation is

very different from mechanized and big-money medicine, and has results and successes far beyond

expectations. The emphasis on self-healing returns health care to the consumer, to women&#146;s

lives and bodies, for the first time in centuries. The medical system cannot control a movement held

in the hands of women, though it may try. Women are taking control again of healing, our

daughter-right, for the first time since the matriarchies and the Inquisition.&#148;&#151;from the

Introduction
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All Women Are Healers: A Comprehensive Guide To Natural Healing is a survey of the role of

women in alternative medicine with its emphasis on personal one-on-one approaches to the healing

process too long dominated by traditional western medical practices with its emphasis on

impersonal technologies and assembly line medicine. Women approach healing from a holistic,

life-style preventive emphasis. All Women Are Healers also surveys the use of stones and crystals,

reiki, chinese healing and acupressure, reflexology, pendulums, kinesiology, vitamins, minerals,

herbs, homeopathy, flower remedies, and gem elixirs. -- Midwest Book Review



DIANE STEIN is a popular and acclaimed healer and the best-selling author of Essential Reiki and

25 other books in the fields of metaphysical healing, women's spirituality, and alternative health.

She lives and teaches in Florida.THE AUTHOR SCOOPRead any good books lately?My favorite

reading is science fiction, there are new good books coming out every day.Ã‚Â  Look at Sharon

Shinn, Tamora Pierce, Ann Bishop, and so many more talented women fiction writers.If you had to

boil your book's message down to one sentence, what would it be?Serve the Light, trust the Light,

make a difference in the world with who you are and what you do.What are you working on now?I

prefer to keep future books a secret until they are finished.Ã‚Â  No one will know until the

manuscript is mailed in.Do you eat your vegetables?I have been a vegetarian since 1983.Ã‚Â  I do

eat my vegetables.If you had a superpower, what would it be?Wonder Woman, of course.How long

did it take you to write this book?I have been working with herbs for over 35 years, so you could say

it took that long to write it.

This book is very affirming of women as natural healers. I have recommended it to other women.

Not as comprehensive as I thought it would be.

I really enjoyed this book. Gave me a lot to think about and I lear a lot

I had this book years ago and got it again................I am not into her thinking of spiritual issues but

her understanding of the body, with spirit and needs for healing are very good. I recommend reading

it, for women who need to address female health issues outside of western medicine.

Perfect service and product

this book is a must read in my opinion,for all women. we need to get back to the earth ,and as

women that is a must.because we are sisters and daughters of mother earth. she needs us to listen

to her again,to help strengthen our relationship with her once again. these book shows us (women)

the powerful bond that we used to have with her,and the natural world.

Diane Stein is a phenomenal author of many books, this one touches all aspect of being a woman,

our power, the depth of our love, etc



In the New Age world which caters to the upper classes, Ms. Stein's work stands out as one which

does not. Rather, she validates the individual's exploration and practice of the healing arts. In her

chapter entitled, "The Ancient Art of Reiki and Laying on of Hands", Diane Stein writes, "The

information is not exclusive to the Christian God, to the Reiki Master, or to the woman who has

$150-10,000-it is there for the taking by anyone who wants to learn it." There for the taking. That

was what I was seeking when I came across this book. Certification, licensure, and regulation may

feed pockets, but healing falls under no human's jurisdiction and Ms. Stein makes her point, and

encourages us to heal.
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